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recall traveling as a brand new missionary in germany in the
summer of 1960 with my senior companion by train from freiburg to
several cities in and around the black forest which made up our
mission district on one such occasion 1I acquired a most intriguing
note from a fellow missionary a prophecy by a catholic monk
alutius gratus from the year 1739 the original of which was
named lutius
said to be found in the library of the university of basel in switzerland
this amazing document foretold the coming forth of the true church of
god within one hundred years a church which would be led by
prophets and elders bearing the priesthood of old the tiny band of
faithful followers of these divinely ordained men would be persecuted
and killed until at length they found refuge in the valley of a great
salten sea there they would cause the land to burst forth in blossoms
build a temple of indescribable beauty and gather the righteous from
the four corners of the earth all in anticipation of the day when the
lord god would visit the wicked with his destructive fury
1I had never heard of such a prophecy before but to a twenty year
old mormon elder it was further proof of the validity of the message 1I
had come to germany to proclaim it was exciting to know that almost
a hundred years before the restoration through joseph smith a vision
of that great event and of associated circumstances had been vouchsafed to a righteous monk this notion was consistent with other
pre
restoration statements made by roger williams and thomas
prerestoration
jefferson which had been printed in LDS publications and are still used
in visitors centers throughout the church
I1
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in discussing this remarkable piece of information with the other
missionary 1I also learned that the rumor around our mission was that
a german mission president had recently been forced by ill health
to withdraw from the rigors of his church calling while convalescing
he allegedly traveled to basel where he was said to have located the
source of the prophecy in the university library upon returning a
second time however he found that the document had mysteriously
disappeared
during the remainder of my mission I1 doubt that 1I ever looked at
that quotation again certainly 1I never referred to it in the course of my
proselyting over a decade later however as a professional historian
1I was discussing mormon folklore with a graduate student when the
topic of the prophecy of alutius
lutius gratus came up the student mentioned that he had run across references to this curious item while
researching the papers of president heber J grant realizing that the
prophecy was not new to my generation of missionaries and that it
might have an interesting history of its own I1 once again turned to a
consideration of it the results of which are presented here
the first mention of the prophecy seems to have occurred in
1893 when the juvenile instructor and der stern two periodicals
published by the LDS church featured an article in english and
german respectively written by jacob spori entitled true and false
theosophy the article quoted the prophecy much as 1I had received
it claiming that it was contained in a work called die hoffnung zions
Grat ianus and published
alutius gratianus
the hope of zion written by lutius
at basel switzerland in 1739 speaking of the entire work spori
remarked
11

cannot give in english the terrific power that peals forth from
gratianus
Grat
ianus original german the healings and wonderful doings of this
unique man were so outstanding his preaching so powerful that he was
invited all over the land to preach and even today old men in the swiss
mountains remember having heard their sires talk about the man 1I
1I

1

1

true and false theosophy juvenile instructor 28 1 november 1893 672 74
of zion printed 1739 in basel says
hopeofzion
another theosophist alutius
lutius gratiano in his hope
the old true gospel and the powers thereof are lost false doctrines prevail throughout

1jacob
jacob

spori

every church and all the lands all we can do is to exhort the people to fear god to be just
to shun evil to pray pray pray prayer and purity may bring an angel to visit a deeply
distressed soul but I1 tell you that in 100 years god will have spoken again he will restore

the old church again 1I see a little people led by a prophet and faithful elders they are
persecuted burnt out and murdered but in a valley that lies towards a great lake they will
grow up make a beautiful herrlich land have a temple of magnificent splendor have all
the old priesthood with apostles prophets teachers and deacons from every nation the
believers will be gathered by swift messengers and then god the omnipotent will speak to
the disobedient nations with thunder lightnings and destructions never heard of in
history italics in the original

stenn 25 no 24 1893 372
stern
for the german version cf der stem
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the rather stunning nature of the prophecy undoubtedly
aroused curiosity among latter day saints from the outset but especially among the missionaries then serving in switzerland one of
those who read sports article in der stern was elder christian hyrum
muhlestein from provo utah who claimed over fifty years later that he
became excited to the point of searching for the original source which
was located in the basel university library muhlestein asserted that he
and his companion elder theodore graf of santa clara utah located
a copy of die hoffnung zions measuring about 5 by 17 by 1 12
and published at basel in 1739 just as spori had stated and that they
also found the prophecy contained therein he recalled that he saw
the book but once and that he had referred to the prophecy on a
subsequent occasion in a sermon which he delivered to a large gathering in basel in consequence of which the inhabitants of that city
became aware that there was a book in the university library which
lent prophetic support to the mormon church 2
juvenile instrucwhether as a result of the version printed in the thejuvenile
tor or of that in der stern the prophecy found its way into many
corners of mormondom including a hometown
home town newspaper in southern idaho in january 1908 rulon S wells of the first council of
seventy responded to that notice asking in tones of reproach
wonder if the editor of the local paper referred to really intended to
asser
assertation
tation that this wonderful prediction
stand responsible for the plain assentation
is to be found in die hoffnung zions or has he permitted himself to be
imposed upon by some one else personally I1 would be very much
interested in learning who is really responsible for the foregoing statement for if it be true it should be verified and the name of gratiano
should become a household word as one of the prophets to whom the
future was unfolded with such clearness and detail as almost to rival the
wonderful vision of daniel when the lord made known to him the dream
of nebuchadnezzar and its interpretation but if on the other hand it be
untrue the perpetrator of this fraud deserves severe reprimand for my
part 1I am free to admit that I1 regard it as a fake and a fraud 3
I
1

wellas skepticism was not without some basis for he noted that
wellss
about ten years previously while visiting the swiss and german
mission and having already seen a copy of the prophecy he had
resolved to visit the library in basel and if possible obtain a copy of the
arnst
rnst staehelin

Hei ligen
kirchejesu
jesu christi der heiligen
heiliger
eine angebliche weissagung samuel lutzens auf die kirche
52
scbweiz jahrgang
der letzten
Kirc benblatt aur
7 11 see also
letzter tage kircbenblatt
nahrgang
1932
1952
Jahr gang 108 basel 19
fur
nir die reformierte schweiz
fir
george F hilton how valid Is the prophecy of samuel lutz paper dated september 19
1956
5622 3 a copy of
which is on file in the library archives historical division of the church of jesus christ of latter day
saints salt lake city hereafter cited as LDS church archives
3rulons
wrulonswells
wells
3rulon
velis
veils A fraudulent prophecy exposed improvement era I1111I january 1908 162
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book with the assistance of a local emigration agent named romell he
succeeded in locating zions
zion s hoffnung by alutius
lutius gratiano printed in
the year 1739 jointly with elder peter loutensock then presiding in
that mission he read the work from start to finish and much to his
disappointment found in it no such prediction and nothing that even
resembled it while recognizing that the book was written by a devout
christian he concluded that it contained nothing that would justify its
being cited as the source from which the prophecy was drawn
president wells further noted that in 1901 david L mcdonald
who then presided over the swiss mission also visited the library
obtained the book read it and was equally disappointed in his hope of
finding the alleged prediction in summation president wells stated
there is nothing in

zions hoffnung

that would warrant its conand let us hope that it will not be used
nection with the prophecy
either at home or abroad in the mission field in support of the great work
of the master there is enough real prophecy without using any that is
bogus to convince the honest in heart of the truth
one would think that editors of newspapers and magazines would
verify such remarkable statements before permitting them to be
published

4

the diary which rulon S wells kept as president of the european
mission commences with I1 january 1897 but is unhappily incomplete
it makes no mention whatever of his trip into switzerland 5 but the
manuscript history of the swiss and german mission contains the
notation for saturday 3 july 1897 presidents wells mcmurrin and
loutensock having visited basel and mannheim arrived in frankfurt
27 june conference of the
that between the sunday 27june
AM 166 suggesting thatbetween
church at bern and their appearance at frankfurt these men could
have spent time in the basel university library looking for the
prophecy while president wells affirmed that a copy of the 1739
edition of die hoffnung zions existed in the library he clearly contra
ducted
dicted the assertions made by hyrum muhlestein that the prophecy
was to be found therein
accompanying president wells on the 1897 tour of the european
mission was elder james learing mcmurrin who in 1901 served
as counselor to wellss
wellas successor francis M lyman in that latter
11

41bid
id

164

5rulons
saulon S wells diary of european mission LDS church archives
srulon

loutensock are also preserved in the
prophecy
proghecy
prophecy either
LDS church archives
https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/byusq/vol25/iss3/4
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capacity mcmurrin penned a note which appeared in the millennial
star telling of his own investigation of the swiss prophet
sometime ago 1I was handed an article purporting to be an extract from
gratianos
Grat ianos hope of zion a work said to be in the university library at
not being familiar with any such work and finding the quotabasle
tion from it contained a very remarkable prophecy I1 concluded to investigate the matter and ascertain if possible the truth relating thereto
1I at once communicated with president L S cardon of the swiss mission
soliciting his assistance well knowing that it was within his power and
that of the missionaries associated with him to give the matter a thorough
investigation he immediately instituted a search for the book and happily his efforts were crowned with success it was found in the library
referred to but a careful perusal of it failed to disclose any such declaration
as the one above given it contained no such prophecy
it will be
noticed that there is a little difference in the name of the author and the
date
alutius gratiano 1739
two articles thefirstonehasit
dategiveninthe
lutius
the first one has it lutiusgratiano
given in the twoarticles
while the second one gives it as Christo
philio gratiano 1732 it is
christophilio
unquestionably one and the same work however because the title hope
of zion is the same in both articles and there is but one work of that
name in the library in which it was found and to which I1 was directed 7

unlike rulon S wells and david L mcdonald who claimed that
Grat ianus
a copy of a 1739 edition of die hoffnung zions by alutius
lutius gratianus
could be found in the basel university library mcmurrin asserted that
such was not the case what he found in that same library was a 1732
Grat ianus he was
Christophilus gratianus
edition of die hoffnung zions by one christophilus
equally emphatic that the labors of president louis S cardon and the
elders of the swiss mission had been unable to reveal the existence of
any passages in the latter work which corresponded to the prophecy
given the disparity between the reports of these several church leaders it is of no minor importance to investigate the identity of alutius
lutius
gratianus
Grat ianus
A thorough search of the catalogues
cataloguer
catal ogues of books published in the
eighteenth century fails to reveal a single author by that name 8 on the
other hand one does find the book die hoffnung zions which was
thursday 31 january 1901 70 71 an entry in
Mc
McMurn
Murrins
ns journal dated 28 january 1901 notes wrote another article for the star entitled the swiss
1I
wrote an article for the star
prophet which appears this week the journal entry of 5 february records 1
1 st 1901 on the swiss prophet
it contains some interesting items in a work called the hope of
ofjan
of jan 331st
offan
zion found in the university library of basle switzerland this work is said to contain some very pointed
prophecies that were supposed to refer to our people so I1 hunted it up and proved that the prediction said to
mcmurrinjournals
journals
be in it could not be found although some interesting items were found james learing McMurrin
122 23 127 28 LDS church archives
1899 1901
1901122
asee
8see
ee eg
e g theophilus georgi allgemeines europ4iscbes
europaisches bucher lexikon
lextkon vols 1 2 A L leipzig
lexicon
1742 christian gottlob kayser bucber
HRR leipzig 1835 wilhelm
lexicon 1750 1830 vol 3 H
bibber lexikon
bicber
gesamtverzeicbnis des
heinsius
lexikon 1700 1810 vols 1 2 A M leipzig 1812 gesamtverzeichms
allgemeines bicber
bibber lexicon
hemsiusahgememesbucher
deutschsprachigen schnfttums
schrirtums 1700 1910 compiled under direction of hilmar schmuck and willy
gorzny vols 90 91 lod mac munich new york and london 1983

7tbe datter
dafter day saints millennial star
latter

63

I
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christophilus
Grat ianus
published in 1732 at bern switzerland by Christ
ophilus gratianus
it was this
book which james L mcmurrin saw in about 1900 in the
thisbook
Christ ophilus
basel university library As it turns out however christophilus
gratianus
Grat
ianus was one of several noms
boms de plume employed by samuel
lutz 1674 1750 a member of the swiss reformed church who was
widely known as the king of the pietists 9 prolific as a writer and as
a preacher he is credited with the authorship of over thirty six works
which were published during his lifetime and posthumously 10
from 1723 until 1729 lutz published under his own name then
in 1732 he gave way to a literary convention of the eighteenth century
Latini
employing the platinized
zed form of his name samuel lucius and the
latinized
Grat ianus in 1733 he returned to the use of
ophilus gratianus
pseudonym Christ
christophilus
samuel lutz but when his work die hoffnung zions was reissued in
expanded form in 1737 as part of the volume ein neuer strauss von
schonen undgesunden himmels blumen A new bouquet of beautiful
schanen
and healthy heavenly flowers he retained the previous nom de
Grat ianus his sermons of 1743 and 1745 were
Christ ophilus gratianus
plume christophilus
published under the name samuel lucius once more as were two
posthumously printed works in 1751 and 1759 respectively in 1756
die hoffnung zions was again included in a second edition of ein
neuer strauss bearing the authorship of christophilus
gratianus
Christ ophilus Grat
ianus or
samuel lucius while an expanded sermon was published in 1759
Grat ianus on none of the known
Christ ophilus gratianus
under the name of christophilus
Grat ianus ever appear
writings of samuel lutz does the name alutius
lutius gratianus
asee
protestantische
protestantiscbe
9seejJ J herzong
9see
The
ed realencyklopiidiefir
ische theologie
Herzon
Her
zongged
realencyklopadie aur
herlong
tbeologie
theologia
herzonged
ologie 12 leipzig 1903 21 24
fur Protestant
1 ORe
orepresentative
representative
presentative of these are
ligonde
ligende
wein trauben a sermon published
die under der kelter des zorns gottes hgende
under his own name samuel lutz basel 1723
lilien zwerg
lihen
zweig
sanftmuthtgen und alles erduldenden liebe published under the
zweir der sanftmithigen
name of samuel lutz st gallen 1728
sternen himmel published under
verhetssung
entstehende emige
emree stemen
der aus gottes verheissung
the name samuel lutz bern 1728
predigt uber
die sonne der gerechtigkeit
gerecbttgkett prediet
iber malachi 4 2 a sermon published under
the name of samuel lutz bern 1729
creatur in ihrer etgentltcher
eigentlicher
die neue cleatur
entlicher gestalt neujahrs
neujabrs betrachtung uber
eig
iber pauli 2
cor 5 17
7 7 published under the name Christ
Grat ianus zurich 1732
christophilus
ophilus gratianus
geeald recht
himmlisch schones gemald
die hoffnung zions oder enn
efe himmltscb
ein
eie
techt erfreuhcher
erfreulicher seliger
7 ar
zersen soivohl
ischen kerchen
philadelphischen
pbiladelpbtscben
souohl der nahe vor der nur
sokohl
tur
anbrucb
anbruch ste henden Philadelph
zr im andruch
tuf
gemeind als des nach Laodice
Trang sals nacht unfeblbar
ischer trangsals
laodiceischer
laodtceiscber
darauf erfolgende
unehlbar derauf
enem sturm
Reichs jesu christi jenes als die jacb
herrlicben reichsjesu
verganenem
herrhcben
sfurm wetter am himmel
nacb vergan
srch
sich bervortheuende
dieses als der nachgehnde
nacbgebnde wunder
rothe diases
schone tag aller
abendrothe
abendrotbe
hervortheuende Abend
wunderschbne
wunderschone
airer
alter
gros
gott lichen Propheten
vom
gottlichen
propheten esajas
gr63
welt vorgestellt topi
propheter
heiligen
ligen geist durch den gottlicher
heiliger
dom
todi Hei
esaias und eros
erkhart von christophilo gratiano bern 1732
obenhin erklart
gfa
zeugnuss
nanus
gratianus
grahanus
nuss der wahrheit oder verantwortung
Gra
des Grat
under
verantuortung auf
christophilus
ophilus Zeug
chnstophtlus
hanus
nut
fanus
ianus Christ
dutbider
nagen
ibn
ihn angegebene lasterungen und klagen
blagen basel 1732
kagen
glien
pa
alien
alren die da
paradische
paradisehe
giebet allen
meiche
die paradi
welche
sehe alve der
sebe
heft melche
keuschheit
keuscbheit
heit
beit
heiche gott gibbet
jungfraulichen Keusch
radische
def derjungfraulichen
Herrn jesus published under the name samuel lutz hens
heris
aus dem glauben an den herrnjesus
sind
sindaus
herm
sindars

aub
tider
auf

1733

7 genden als glaube hoffnung liebe melches
kleg
nee
ree beat
samuel lucci
welches
cbristlicber Tu
lucii klee
lucn
blat chnstlicher
verm
venebret
eaner
derm
erner
bezo aber erweitert und vennebret
nach
vermebret
ebemals in einerpredigt
hero
bero
vorge tragen nachhero
nacbbero
nebret dem druck
predigt vorgetragen
den
einer prediet
wanden
worden
warden
uber
uberlassen
iberlassen
horden zurich 1759
iber lassen morden
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and yet spori muhlestein wells and mcdonald all testified that
the work die hoffnung zions published at basel in 1739 bore such
authorship since spori is the ultimate source for this variant of the
name it is to him that we must now turn for a resolution of this
seeming contradiction
jacob spori came from the swiss canton of bern where he was
born 26 march 1847 the son of the teacher jacob spori of oberwyl in
niedersimmental the younger spori also became a teacher receiving
his license on 4 april 1867 after completing his education at the
seminary of munchenbuchsee in september 1871 he became the
wyl he was also
principal of the high school gymnasium at Ober
oberwyl
interested in ecclesiastical matters and at some time before 1876 he
was elected to the synod of the bern reformed state church in early
1877 during a personal spiritual crisis spori was contacted by missionaries
sion aries of the church of jesus christ of latter day saints and was
baptized into that faith the same year having already resigned his seat
in the synod he soon found it necessary to surrender his teaching
position as well
during the winter and spring of 1879 spori labored in switzerland as a missionary for his new faith and in july of that same year he
joined the saints who were gathering to zion in america after five
difficult years struggling as a farmer in utah he returned once more to
switzerland as a missionary and was assigned to the bern conference
just over one month later he was transferred to constantinople and at
the end of 1885 he was appointed president of the turkish mission
following his release from that position he returned to europe where
he also served for a time in northern italy with elder N G naegli
sports substantial academic training in switzerland served him
well during his mission and after his release he wrote numerous
letters to prominent acquaintances in the bern region explaining
aspects of the restored gospel he also authored tracts used in prose
lyting
lating by missionaries shortly after his release in mid 1888 he settled
in eastern idaho where he became a member of the bannock stake
board of education and the first principal of the bannock stake academy the future ricks college in 1891 his good friend karl G maeser
invited him to teach german french latin and mathematics at the
brigham young academy in provo utah I11I
1 1

emme
erme
see
erne
Stae hehn
ee staehelin
angebliche weissagung 7 10 james R christianson in search of the
eine angebhche
sensational in hearken 0 ye people discourses on the doctrine and covenants sperry symposium

1984 sandy utah brigham young univ religious instruction and the seminaries and institutes of religion
ofreligion
LDS church 1984 37 43 jerry C roundy ricks college a strugglefor
struggle tor
burg idaho ricks
redburg
rexburg
for survival Rex
strukele
college press 1976 19 39
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his letters writings and actions mark jacob spori as a man of
broad interests yet given at times to visionary flights his investigations of religious movements in the region of bern prior to 1877
undoubtedly brought him into contact with pietists and with them
quite reasonably the writings of the bernese native samuel lutz
before spori himself became a member of the LDS church it is thus
probable that jacob spori as a recent convert to the mormon faith
drew on that earlier familiarity with lutz as a means of persuading his
former students and friends that one of their own had foreseen the
church to which he now belonged
in his commentary to the prophecy as printed in 1893 spori
1
remarked that I cannot give in english the terrific power that peals
gratianus
ianus original german
forth from Grat
it is probable that one
gratianus
reason for this inability was that he did not have a text of Grat
ianus
prophecy before him as he wrote rather the citation printed in the
juvenile instructor and der stern was a reconstruction of ideas which
spori had read prior to his emigration in 1877 or less likely during his
brief missionary activities in switzerland during 1884 the puzzling
aspects of the prophecy can thus be explained as the result of a faulty
memory
supporting this contention is the fact that spori gives the author
gratianus
of the work die hoffnung zions as alutius
ianus we have noted
lutius Grat
above that this pseudonym was never employed by samuel lutz what
appears to have happened is that spori inadvertently combined elements of lutzs
Latinized
latinized real name samuel lucius and his pseudlutas platinized
ophilus gratianus
christophilus
onym Christ
Grat ianus to produce the hybrid alutius
lutius
gratianus
Grat ianus such a mistake would have been most unlikely had an
actual copy or even notes of lutas
lutzs work been before spori as he wrote
his article in 1893 but it would have been altogether possible for
someone who was well acquainted with the writings of lutz under his
various pseudonyms yet forced to rely on the faded memory of his
earlier years for details the choice of the publication year 1739 at
basel was likewise an honest mistake inasmuch as spori had forgotten
the actual dates of 1732 at bern and 1737 at basel it does not
appear therefore that spori set out intentionally to fabricate a
prophecy which others took to be a literal excerpt from the writings
Grat ianus
of one alutius
lutius gratianus
muhlesteins
but what are we to make of hyrum Muhle
steins claims
muhlestein did in fact serve a mission in switzerland between 1891 and
1894 and the lecture which he claimed to have given in basel can be
documented from independent sources for the actual contents of the
lecture however we are forced to rely on Muhle
muhlesteins
steins own testimony
11

11
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given years after the event itself 12 of all those who sought to find the
sporis
prophecy after the publication of sports
shoris article in 1893 he is the
only one who claimed to have actually found it word for word
muhlestein noted that the prophecy was contained only in the 1739
basel edition of die hoffnung zions he had been able to purchase a
secondhand copy of the 1732 edition and agreed with others that there
was no information concerning the controversial predictions in this
bern redaction he assumed that this 1739 edition disappeared from
the basel library after his lecture there as a missionary in 1894 and yet
rulon S wells claimed to have seen the same book three years later
albeit without the prophecy
on the surface Muhle
muhlesteins
steins detailed description of the 1739
edition of the book appears impressive and lends credence to his
assertions but it is exactly that description which is troubling the
by 71 by 1 1122 had the writing been just
book was said to measure 51
5by7by
a pamphlet it is plausible that only a few copies of it were printed and
that these were successfully removed from the library shelves of basel
cormons
Mormons use of samuel
and other swiss cities as a reaction against the mormons
lutzs
lutas speculative theology in their own proselyting but a work which
measures 1 12 in thickness is clearly no pamphlet and would thus
not have been printed in such limited numbers it obviously must have
been a book which given lutzs
lutas popularity would then have been
found in the libraries of switzerland and presumably in a few neighboring countries and reference to it must also have been made in the
ogues of books published before 1800 we have noted above
catal
cataloguer
catalogues
however that in no instance is this the case are we to assume that the
efforts to remove all evidence of the prophecy went so far as to alter
even the catalogues
catal ogues such an idea stretches our credulity much too far
cataloguer
even if the people of basel had made a concentrated attempt to suplandsman why would other
press the prophecy by one of their landsmen
Muhle steins assessment of his own
swiss cantons be so cooperative muhlesteins
impact upon basel in 1894 thus appears to be an exaggeration in fact
his insistence that the book was removed following his sermon in 1894
seems to be a belated explanation of why all subsequent attempts to
locate the prophecy had failed
christian hyrum muhlestein whose forebears also came from
the canton of bern thus appears to be the one most responsible for the
perpetuation of the confusion surrounding the prophecy of alutius
lutius
gratianus
Grat ianus not only did he insist that there was in fact a 1739 edition of
die hoffnung zions but he also clung to the erroneous notion of its
11

ustaehelin
staehelin
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Mo
rever he appears to have originated the idea that the
authorship morever
forever
source for the prophecy was to be found only in the basel university
library an idea to which spori never alluded in his article
Muhle
muhlesteins
steins statement given in 19501951 claims that many others
had seen the passage in question in the alleged volume but this
declaration loses virtually all its force when he names only spori who
asser tation is also in contradiction to
by then was dead this assertation
assentation
Muhle
muhlesteins
steins claim that the 1739 edition was removed from the library
shelves shortly after his 1894 lecture since there never was a 1739
edition of the book we must conclude that rulon S wells peter
loutensock and david L mcdonald never saw such a copy of the work
but confused it with the editions of 1732 or 1737 their preoccupation
was primarily with the quotation not with the year of publication
they furthermore appear to have paid little attention to the name
Grat ianus regarding it as merely another pseudonym for
alutius
lutius gratianus
samuel lutz not until james L mcmurrin sorted out the various
aspects of the problem in 1901 was this incongruency
in congruency drawn to the
incongruence
general attention of the church
that the readership of the millennial star was limited or that
having read Mc Murrins statement some still chose to regard the
prophecy as a legitimate prediction of the coming forth of the
alutius
restored church is apparent from the continued interest in lutius
gratianus
Grat ianus every few years a new search into the authenticity of this
passage was launched provoked by missionaries in the field and by
the general membership of the church president hyrum W valentine
of the swiss and german mission for example received a letter dated
13 july 1912 from one norman lee of brigham city utah which
contained the following note
11

first I1 want to call your attention to an extract from a book that is
supposed to be in the library of basel city university I1 suppose you have
seen the same there many times but I1 insert a copy herewith and ask that
you make it a point when you visit basel to look up this book and verify
the correctness of this excerpt it will be worth using if it is found to really
exist in the book that is referred to if it is not in the book of course the
excerpt would be of no use 13

no reply to this letter is found among the numerous items in the
valentine collection at the LDS church historical division archives
nor is reference made to it in the manuscript history of the swiss
german mission for this period leaving one to wonder whether in all
his efforts to preside over the mission during the troubled years from
13hyrum
hyrum W valentine swiss german mission correspondence
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1911 until 1916 hyrum washington valentine ever found time to

pursue the matter of the prophecy 14
with the resumption of full missionary activities in germany and
switzerland after the great war the question of the prophecy was
raised once again on 6 april 1922 elder oskar keith winters 15 then
serving as secretary to the president of the swiss german mission
wrote a letter to president heber
heberj
heberdJ grant informing him of the results
of an investigation which winters had carried out at the leaders
request
dear president grant
am taking this opportunity of answering your letter regarding a
prophecy purported to be in a book in the basel university library I1 am
registered as a student in the basel university where I1 studied german for
two semesters and using my privileges as a student I1 have searched and
had the librarian search quite thoroughly and have reached the following
conclusion
the reference has evidently become confused going through so many
hands and in order to be sure of the book it will be necessary to have
another inquiry made of the person who furnished you with the same 1I
was successful in finding an old book entitled hope of zion hoffnung
israels by theophile gratianus
Grat ianus printed in bern in 1732 this book is rich
in prophecies concerning the restoration of the gospel and is remarkable
in that it mentions a church with prophets and patriarchs and that the
urim and thummin would be restored etc etc the prophecy that you
arim
quote is not to be found in the book in its entirety but could perhaps be a
someone s thoughts
meones
synopsis of the whole book or perhaps a summary of so
as he read the book the book is in german and very old as the date would
indicate the basel university library is rich in such antiquities and if
proper reference were given it would perhaps be possible to locate the
exact text 1I have had three different references given me the one from
grabiona
you read titus grationa
Gra tiona which name I1 could not find another missionary gave me the name lentus
clentus gratus as he received it from someone
Grat ianus after much searching
and 1I found the name theophile gratianus
through hundreds of gratianus
Grat ianus cards and which was really a pseudonym for samuel lucius the author of the original book I1 am sorry I1 was
I1

ruman
14humanitys
Human
humanitys
humanitys
itys vineyard

a newsletter of the LDS mojave stake published a copy of the prophecy
sometime in the 1970s said to have been obtained by samuel T more correctly samuel enoch bringhurst
while on a mission in switzerland bringhurst served a mission 1909 1912 see andrew jenson LDS
biographical encyclopedia 4 salt lake city 1971 443 and is thus the apparent source of the further
Human itys vineyard that a one time president of the
statement found in the above noted issue of humanitys
humanitys
swiss german mission hyrum W valentine and his wife ella B valentine both testified to having read
this same prophecy in the library in basel switzerland copy of the newsletter is preserved in the LDS
church archives
1 general
15
15general
information on oskar keith winters is found in the manuscript history of the swiss german
Wm terss letter is found in the first presidency letterpress
wmterss
heberj
Win
mission vol 2 index winterss
letter press copy books heber
winterns
heberdJ
grant 6 april 1922 p 61 LDS church archives
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unable to locate the exact text and will be glad if the correct reference
P N watts of S weber
would be obtained from PN

sincerely your nephew

it is clear from this letter that the prophecy which jacob spon
sporl
spori
attributed to alutius
Grat ianus in 1893 had by 1922 been spread by
lutius gratianus
various means among many members of the church missionaries
came into the field with garbled copies of the text the result of
inaccurate copying or of oral transmission this condition had made it
impossible for winters to locate any writings by either titus
grabiona
grationa
Gra
tiona or clentus
lentus gratus it is equally obvious that the original
the
version of the prophecy as printed in thejuvenile
wdder
der
adder
Juvenile instructor and
stern had been forgotten without knowing it winters had located the
same book at basel as previous searchers namely die hoffnung
zions incorrectly cited by him as hoffnung israels perhaps due to an
unconscious substitution of the title of a well known mormon hymn
by theophile gratianus
Grat ianus or more correctly samuel lutz
following the suggestion of his nephew president grant wrote
P N more correctly robert N watts of south weber utah on
28 april 1922
192 2 declaring
some time ago 1I was furnished with a copy of what is styled strange
prophecy regarding church which I1 understand you located among
some old papers left by your father it is stated that this prophecy had been
copied from a book by robert H watts your father who came to utah in
1850 and that it bears the notation that the book which contains the same
can be found in the university library at basel
the following refergrationa
ence was given titus grabiona
of zion printed in basel city
Gra
tiona in his hope ofzion
sw 1739 which is as follows
president grant then cited the text of
the prophecy as he had received it noting that I1 sent a copy of this to
pres serge F ballif of the swiss and german mission who in turn asked
elder 0 K winters to see what could be located in the basel university
just
ust received from
library I1 am enclosing herewith a copy of the letter lust
ath 1922 which 1I thought would be interesting
bro winters of date april 6th
to you and if you can furnish any other reference or more information
with reference to this matter I1 should be glad to receive the same and give
bro winters the opportunity of further research 16

the robert H watts of south weber mentioned in president
grants letter emigrated from council point iowa with his wife
elizabeth and their seven children in 1850 settling first at browns fort
and later at south weber in utah the elder watts died 28 march 1879
at south weber 17 so that if the facts of the letter are correct he must
16first
letter press copy books heber
first presidency letterpress
heberj
heberdJ grant 28 april 1922 p 60
17see
see film 422 352 patrons section 1962 library genealogical society of the church ofjesus
of jesus christ
of latter day saints salt lake city
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have been aware of the prophecy of
alutius
Grat ianus years before it
oflutius
lutius gratianus
was published by jacob spori in the juvenile instructor such can
hardly have been the case however inasmuch as it seems clear that
spori himself was the author of the prophecy supporting this view
is the fact that there is no mention of robert H watts as a missionary
to switzerland between his arrival in utah and his death three decades
18
later 18that
that in turn casts doubt on his ability to have access to and to
read the works of samuel lutz equally puzzling would be the matter of
there being no record of public disclosure of the prophecy prior to
wattss death in 1879 and no attempt to connect him with it until an
apparent note to that effect was sent to president grant about 1920 by

robert N watts
current restrictions on

general authorities papers which
are preserved in the historical division archives prevent further
research into president grants investigation of the prophecy but
mission presidents also continued to receive requests from members of
the church asking that they verify something which had never existed hugh J cannon for example included in the quarterly report
which was submitted from the swiss mission in 1927 a response to one
such request by bishop david A smith
LDS

you refer in your letter of the loth of june 1926 to a prophecy
supposed to have been made by one alutius
lutius gratiano in his book zions
printedin
printed
hoffnung or the
in the year 1739 andatpresent
hope of zion prin
and at present
tedin
thehopeofzion
to be found in the library of the university of basel switzerland
As this question has come to our attention frequently of late we are
prepared to answer your inquiry without any trouble in the improvement
igi of that issue you will find an article
era forjanuary
for january 1908 andonpage
and on page 161
andon
entitled A fraudulent prophecy exposed this article was written by
elder rulon S wells with the intent of doing exactly what the title says
we refer you to this number of the era for first hand information on the
matter 1I might add that since brother wells looked into this matter one of
our brethren had the book in hand and very carefully read it through
with the same result that brother wells and others had 19

similar note was contained in the 12 june 1928 edition of the
elders journal
liahona the eldersjournal
liabona
tournai a biweekly publication of the LDS
missions in america the editor elder hugh ireland commented
A

18this
this conclusion is based on a search of the manuscript history of the swiss italian and german
mission 1861 1867 vol 4 LDS church archives which contains a list of those elders who labored in these
50 and 1883 see also the supplement to vol 1 which gives biographical data on many
1850
missions between 18
missionaries of the nineteenth century but fails to list anyone named robert H watts
19
19manuscript
manuscript history of the swiss german mission vol 8 1921 1930under
1930 under date of 30 september
1927
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our attention has been called to the following statement which has
appeared in print several times in recent years and we deem it a duty to
make known the truth regarding it as it is sometimes quoted in the
mission field as a divinely inspired prophecy

following the citation of the prophecy
that the prophecy

ireland noted

rulon S
wells of the first council of seventy in an article entitled A fraudulent
10
prophecy exposed appearing in the improvement era of ofjanuary
january 1908 20
is a bogus one is conclusively shown by elder

it is thus evident that despite official attempts to discourage the use of
the prophecy by the missionaries throughout the church since at
least 1901 this artifact of mormon folklore had developed a life of its
own
folklore tells us much about the collective hopes and fears of a
particular social group and such is clearly the case with the persistence
mormons
alutius gratianus
Grat ianus 2 1 each generation of cormons
of the prophecy of
oflutius
lutius
since the time of jacob spori has had to deal with this spurious report
often totally oblivious to previous attempts to disprove it like myself
many readers must have assumed that the discovery of this prediction
was contemporary to themselves along with other items of mormon
folklore this tale had a certain faith promoting quality which assured its perpetuation and some have doubtless felt that even if it were
of suspect origin it ought to be true certainly an event so vital to the
salvation of mankind as the restoration of the true gospel of jesus
christ could have been revealed to righteous men of a preceding age
this thought spurred church members to continue their enquiries
concerning the mysterious 1739 edition of die hoffnung zions until
finally the university of basel library requested that one of the most
esteemed members of the university faculty conduct an independent
investigation
in a memorandum published in 1952 professor ernst staehelin
a specialist in ecclesiastical history confirmed what others had previously stated namely that a 1739 edition of the work by lutz cum
gratianus
Grat ianus was not to be found despite all our searching he noted
1

a basel edition of 1739 as mentioned in the articles in juvenile
instructor and in stern has not yet been found and even if it should
exist it would be considering samuel lutz mode of viewing things very
unlikely nay as good as impossible that it should contain the alleged
reference to the church of jesus christ of latter day saints
20liabona
beders journal 12 june 1938 615 16
elders
liahona the eldersjournal
21
see william A wilson the paradox of mormon folklore in essays on the american west
21see
1974 1975 charles redd monographs in western history no 6 ed thomas alexander provo utah
brigham young univ press 1976 127 47
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commenting on the details of the prophecy as rendered by spori
staehelin continued
neither the first edition of the work nor the enlarged edition contain
any indication of the one hundred years of which J sporri speaks and also
no indication of a prophet who would then appear nor an indication of
the valley that lies towards a great lake the temples and the renewed
priesthood
according to this evidence one is inclined to believe that the writer of
the article of 1893 would mean the basel edition of 1737 and that he tried
consciously or unconsciously to pick out an indication of the church of
cormons from the long
winded and not always lucid writings of
longwinded
the mormons

lutz 22

staehelin stopped short of actually branding jacob spori as the
fabricator of the prophecy attributed to samuel lutz realizing from
a review of sports life that he was a man of ability who enjoyed public
trust both in switzerland and in the intermountain regions of america
spori did not appear to have been the sort of man who would knowingly deceive his readers in fact staehelin proposed an elaborate
scheme for verifying the validity of sports contentions all of which
seems unnecessary in the light of our discussion
since 1908 no general publication of the church had published
the text of the prophecy numerous missionary copies of it existed however and these appear to have circulated widely continued
Staehel ins study may have been
reference to it after the publication of staehelins
the result of its inclusion in popular collections of gospel related
thoughts such as the small volume entitled story gems which albert
zobell jr published in 1953 23 from this and similar works the LDS
generation of the 1950s drew ideas for 2 12 minute talks in sunday
school talks in priests cottage meetings and other occasions the
uncritical acceptance of the prophecy however prompted a serious
attempt to deal with the nagging questions pertaining to it unfortuHil
holtons
nately george F hiltons
tons paper entitled how valid Is the prophecy of
samuel lutz served only to muddy the water once again rather than
seeking to establish the validity of the book from which spori claimed
the citation was taken hilton accepted the existence of the 1739
edition of die hoffnung zions resting his thesis upon the fact that
both spori and muhlestein occupied positions of importance and trust
in the mormon community in their later lives thus suggesting that
22
emme
erme
22staehelin
staehelin erne
eine angebliche weissagung 7 11 the suggestion that the definitive study would
involve searching the archives of east germany the current headquarters for the pietists for unpublished
writings by lutz was followed by christianson who notes in search of the sensational 38 that such do

not exist
23story
story gems comp albert L zobell salt lake city bookcraft 1953 41 42
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they must have been truthful men he likewise subscribed to the
conspiracy theory of history which muhlestein had proposed drawing
an analogy with the antagonistic clergy who in former times are said to
have removed portions of holy writ which were not to their liking it
is within the realm of possibility that enemies of the church removed
the prophecy from the book and later removed all copies from
circulation this is of course conjecture but certainly possible 24
Hil
holtons
hiltons
tons entire argument is specious he uses the authority of
hyrum muhlestein who later become a patriarch in the LDS church to
quell any opposition to the possible existence of a 1739 edition of the
book he would have us believe that the prophecy was first removed
from that edition accounting for the inability of wells mcdonald
mcmurrin and others to locate it after muhlesteins
Muhle steins public lecture in
1894 he would then argue that all copies of the 1739 edition were
ultimately removed from the shelves of all the libraries in the world in
cormons in using it for
a concerted attempt to thwart the efforts of the mormons
their own purposes to argue from the analogy of jewish and
early christian scholars removing eschatological writings from the
canon of scripture is to ignore the fact that the suppression of a handful
of manuscripts was relatively simple when compared to the task of
eliminating several hundred copies of printed volumes why after
expunging the prophecy itself was it thought even necessary to
eliminate the books in which it allegedly was to be found why did
those who looked for the prophecy between 1897 and 1922 find no
evidence of mutilated books even more fundamental is the question of
ogues of books
catalogues
cataloguer
why there is no mention of a 1739 edition in the catal
printed before 1800 why have no copies of the 1739 edition which
might have been overlooked in the bookburning
book burning be they in private
collections or misfiled
misfired
mis filed ever been located
the integrity of jacob spori as principal of the bannock stake
academy reinforced by the testimony of patriarch muhlestein has
thus deterred serious inquiries into the authenticity of the prophecy
members of the church refused to accept the possibility that such men
coreligionists three generations of
would intentionally deceive their religionists
co
missionaries had obtained copies of it had referred to it in their
proselyting activities and had apparently ignored counsel from their
leaders against its further propagation in 1959 it became the common
property of the five thousand and more missionaries then serving
throughout the world through its inclusion in the missionary pal
which was compiled by thomas keith marston the version of the
24
24hilton
hilton
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prophecy in this instance was somewhat different from those which
had previously appeared in print however the spelling of the authors
name had gone almost beyond recognition and for the first time to my
25
catholic priest2s
knowledge alutius
priestes
lutius gratus was identified as a catbolicpriest
mormon missionaries in germany and switzerland were undoubtedly also influenced by the presence of samuel E bringhurst
who served as the first president of the swiss temple and briefly
during 1960 acted as president of the south german mission the
version of the prophecy attributed to him gives the author as alutius
lutius
gratus the same spelling as contained in the german translation
which 1I copied later that same year it is thus reasonable to assume that
the notation in my fellow elders black notebook owed its existence to
some statement made by president bringhurst 26
further spreading of the prophecy tradition occurred during
early 1961 when ned redding made mention of it in the column
doings of the california intermountain news a publication for
mormons in southern california
cormons

the

following statement was handed to us recently and is
supposed to have been written by one LUTUIS GRATING in the year 1739
we are told the original document may be found in the switzerland
university at basil switzerland 27
PROPHECY

the carelessness in transmitting the tradition

is seen in the garbled

authors name and location of the original document some minor
details of the prophecy itself had also been altered
reddings column drew a quick response from ronald G somers

of pasadena california who noted that
heard this same document given by a seminary student at a sacrament
meeting in south pasadena ward 1I wrote to president joseph fielding
askham
ask him about this prophecy by a swiss monk he
smith march 231960
23 1960 to askhim
wrote back the following tell this young man and everyone else to forget
all about his story it is not so I1 hope that you will let everyone know in
your column so that the truth may be known 28
1I

while expressing appreciation for somerss comments redding
appeared unwilling to let the issue drop at that point revealing the
same lack of editorial responsibility which rulon S wells had criticized
in 1908 he naively asked has anyone checked the switzerland
25
25missionary
missionary pal comp thomas keith marston and published posthumously by his daughter zola
marston millard salt lake city publishers press 1959 144 45
26see
note 13
seenotels
27
27california
California intermountain news 23 12 january 1961 1
281bid 19 january 1961
28ibid
196111
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we are told the original dated in 1739
university library at basil
may be found there 29
the answer to reddings question was swift in coming that a
great many members of the church had checked with the basel university library became evident from a form letter received by one
at the library under date of
liselotte haertl sent by the chief librarian
librarianat
4 may 1959 the letter presented the contents of the investigation
conducted by ernst staehelin which due to the lively interest in the
prophecy had been translated into english haertl in turn provided
redding with a copy of that correspondence the intrepid redding was
not fully satisfied with the response however and he appended to the
lib
rarys reply this editorial comment
librarys
11

note to ernst staehelin DD we do not expect lutzs
lutas writings to spell
out the name of the church nor are we concerned with the year 1739 give
or take a few years what we want to know is this did lutz write in the
volumes of die hoffnung zions anything like the english translation of
30
the story printed two weeks ago in this column
column30

had he but known it redding had touched upon the crux of the entire
issue of the prophecy by samuel lutz it was precisely the matter of
the date 1739 which had been central since jacob spori first insisted
that the prediction was to be found in that edition of die hoffnung
zions
reddings repeated raising of the issue of the prophecy at
length resulted in a response from lauritz C peterson assistant librarian of the church who noted that
but have
several have checked with the university library of basel
failed to find the prophecy recorded those who have checked were
president rulon S wells of the first council of seventy president david L
mcdonald president of the swiss mission in 1901 and elder max
zimmer

the prophecy

was introduced to the saints by elder jacob spori
it
was written by memory sometime after brother spori returned from his
mission
credency
dency to the prophecy and
credence
the church historians office holds no cre
its circulation should be discontinued 31

renewed and prolonged preoccupation with the prophecy led
to its inclusion in an MA thesis by don L penrod entitled critical
291bid
29lbid
301bid 26 january 1961
3ibid
bibid
16
196116

As late as 29 september 1976 copies of this form letter were being sent to

Gratianus under that date a response was
alutius gratianus
those who requested information on the prophecy of lutius
sent to an unnamed person at 326 kingston road ashford middlesex england copy in the possession of
this writer
1
33llbid
ibid 2 february 1961
196111 8
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analysis of certain apocryphal reports in the church of jesus christ
of latter day saints as related by members of the church 32 despite
this impressive title however penrods
Pen rods treatment of the prophecy is
not as critical or analytical as it should be content to cite the comments
of rulon S wells regarding spori as the inventor of the story he adds
nothing to our understanding of its history certainly he fails to come
to grips with the problems which had arisen since its first publication
in 1893
there is no reason to doubt the integrity of jacob spori it seems
obvious that his enthusiasm for the writings of samuel lutz caused
him to write the prophecy which was a summary of the formers
writings as refracted through the mind of a convert to mormonism
without the actual text of die hoffnung zions before him spori
unconsciously superimposed mormon ideas upon the rather rambling
notions which he could recall from memory of the bernese pietist
unfortunately his giving of the date of publication for the work as
1739 at basel has led many a searcher after the prophecy on a
goose chase A 1739 edition does not now exist because it never
wild
wildgoose
did had spori been totally candid with his readers in 1893 he would
have also revealed that the text of the prophecy was not to be found
anywhere rather it was at best a paraphrasing of lutas
lutzs writings
even the garbled name has added to the confusion and the prolongation of the debate over the validity of the prophecy
it is more difficult to find an excuse for christian hyrum
muhlestein who in his zeal to uphold the integrity of spori whom
he perhaps knew from the brigham young academy and as an honorable member of the church maintained that the 1739 edition aidie
of oie
ofe
die
oidie
hoffnung zions actually existed his description of that book makes
it totally improbable that this was the case it is simply inconceivable that all the libraries of the world would have responded to the
request by some threatened swiss protestants and that all existing
copies of the 1739 edition would have been removed from circulation
catal
cataloguer of books
ogues and from the published catalogues
catalogues
from the card cataloguer
printed before 1800
other accretions to the tradition of the prophecy have occurred
since spori wrote it muhlestein seems to be the source for the notion
that the book in which it was to be found was located only in the basel
university library as well as for the charge of a conspiracy to prevent
mormons
Mor mons this same motif was associated
further access to the book by cormons
32
32presented
presented in august 1971 to the department of church history and doctrine brigham young
ap 42 45
university see pp
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with the prophecy at the time I1 copied it in 1960 but had been
modified to fit a new set of circumstances and whereas spori must
have known that samuel lutz was a protestant by 1956 when keith
marston died the author qidie
of
die hoffnung zions had become a catholic
aidie
priest references to him in 19591960 have transformed him into a
catholic monk just where these latter ideas originated is presently
unknown however
postscript
in march 1980 the french language magazine of the LDS church
letoile the star published an item of interest in the column
velles de leglise
1eglise church news
nouvelles
Nou
nouvilles
ieglise
cet
cath olique a bale suisse 1737
article ecrit
earit par un pretre catholique
acet
article se trouve dans la bibliotheque de bale en suisse earit
cuitis
ecrit par luitis
grafuis
gratuis
gratuisenlan
of zion lespoir
en ran
hopeofzion
Les poir
outrage hope
fan 1737 et public dans son ouvrage
de
Sion
slon 33
deslon
sion33

like the phoenix of mythology the prophecy of alutius
lutius
gratianus
Grat ianus continues to rise from its own ashes and to be spread
wherever missionaries and members of the church seek to buttress
scriptural references to the restoration with evidence from secular
sources with the appearance of this apocryphal writing in france the
curious history of the prophecy has come full circle the publication
date is now given as 1737 whether as a conscious effort to deal with
the numerous statements that a 1739 edition does not exist or as a
mere scribal error the spelling of the authors name has become even
more convoluted perhaps deriving from that found in the missionary
par
pa
pal and consistent with references since at least 1956 he is presented as a catholic priest from basel
truly the words of a wise man of old ring clear even today
the thing which hath been

it is that which shall be and that which is
done is that which shall be done and there is no new thing under the sun
Is there any thing whereof it may be said see this is new it hath been
already of old times which was before us
there is no remembrance of former things neither shall there be
any remembrance of things that are to come with those things that shall
come after
ecclesiastes 19 11
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